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Berichte und Kommentare

Fig. 3

The symmetry and precision exhibited in items 1-3 are
absent in these last two. The curvature is slightly twisted in

both. It is likely that these were produced by the process of

smithing and annealing. The diagonal lines were crudely
made. In Fig. 4, midway on the curvature there are

representations of roughly ovoid/circular designs intersper
sed with diagonal lines following no particular orientation or
pattern. Running along the curvature are eight shallow

grooves, all terminating just below the expanded terminals.
Fig. 5 is less carefully decorated than 4. But like 4, it has some
crude decoration marks at the middle part. It has only two
shallow grooves by the sides executed by an unsteady hand.
The battering marks of the hammer can still be observed on
both manillas towards their terminals which were crudely

expanded.
Discussion

The unscientific method of unearthing these objects
makes it difficult for one to infer with any certainty the state

(2.2 kg; total length: 1.55 m)
Figs. 4 and 5: Giant manillas

and composition of their matrix. Were these objects delibe
rately buried or were they abandoned and subsequently
covered by earth? Oral tradition claims that the village
(Okohia) from which the artifacts were recovered had, in the
remote past, produced a number of chiefs for Ihiala town.

Could these objects be part of the burial goods of an
important dignitary? Who made the bronzes and for what
purposes? How old are these objects? etc. These are

questions which the excavation of the undisturbed area might
help us to answer.

The difference in the mode of production between the
first three objects and the last two is worthy of mention. The
former are more elaborately decorated and the symmetrical

shapes indicative of the cire-perdu technique of casting. The
latter two bear indications of less sophisticated craftsman
ship. The elders of the village assert that the first group were

ritual and ceremonial objects, while the second (including
tiny ladle-like objects, ikpechi) constituted the currency in

precolonial times.
It has already been pointed out elsewhere that Nri
people and other Igbo areas under Nri influence revere the

(0.8 kg; total length: 30 cm)

python as sacred (Onwuejeogwu 1977). The presence of the
effigy of this animal in the collection suggests that the
primwm mobile for their production was local. Making it
double-headed might have been aimed at enhancing its
magico-ritual efficacy and inspiring awe in its beholders. The
reverence of the python in Ihiala and environs used to be a

very strong practice in the past. The reptile was usually
referred to as Eke Ulasi, i. e., the python of Ulasi. Ulasi was
believed to be the most powerful shrine in the town, and is

still highly respected and invoked by traditionalists in the
town even today. The snake moved in and out of houses with

grace and abandon, while traditionalists sang praises and
chanted incantations to it. Its presence was thought to bring

good luck to the home. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
decorations on the effigy are very intricate - perhaps to

enhance its magico-ritual powers in the household of the
owner or keeper. Oral accounts also claim that Figs. 2 and 3

(1.5 kg; total length: 33 cm)

are ceremonial objects. Their symmetry and decorations
point to the idea of permanent usage, just like Fig. 1.
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